
Ergonomic
quick ship

ERGONOMICS ARE ESSENTIAL in an office. As stress and pain levels decrease, productivity, 
and focus increase. Poor posture for a day can cause some aches and pains, but over extended 
periods, it can truly affect health and wellness long term.

The applied science of ergonomics allows people to work and interact efficiently and safely. 
The products featured here have stability, comfort, neutral positioning, support, and proper 
elevation as focal points of their design.



HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE WORK SURFACES
Elevate your work station
Avoid the painful effects of slouching, stressed joints, pressure points, and poor blood 
flow by giving yourself the option to sit or stand at the same station, and all at the 
touch of a button. Available as part of a largerdesking system, electric height-adjustable 
workstations have options for wire control, monitor stands, and privacy panels.

Wellness in the work 
place. Enjoy clean 
lines and sit-stand 
capability, creating 
flexibility and comfort 
during any task.



ELECTRIC-ADJUSTABLE  
CORNER SIT-STAND DESK
With 45° keyboard area
301-301-99W

W 48″
D 48″
H 26”–52″

301-303-99W

W 60″
D 48″
H 26”–52″

ELECTRIC-ADJUSTABLE  
CORNER SIT-STAND DESK
With 45° keyboard area
301-304-99W

W 48″
D 60″
H 26”–52″

ELECTRIC-ADJUSTABLE 
RECTANGULAR  
SIT-STAND DESK
301-300-99W

W 48″
D 24″
H 26”–52″

301-302-99W

W 60″
D 24″
H 26”–52″

ERGONOMIC KEYBOARD TRAY
Increase desk space and 
conveniently tuck away  
your keyboard

24" Wide 
140-064-99

27" Wide
140-065-99



VOLANTE® 
DESKTOP 
MONITOR LIFT 
140-096-99

W 35.4"
D 23.2" 
H 6.2"–20"

MONITOR ARMS & LIFTS
I can see clearly now.

Reduce eye strain and neck pain while improving productivity and posture. Achieve the 
optimal set-up for your desk space and feel more comfortable while you work.

Stuck with a 
stationary desk? 
Create a sit-stand 
workstation with 
this monitor lift.

CONCERTO™ 
DESKTOP DUAL 
MONITOR ARM 
140-097-99



TASK SEATING
Tailored comfort for the way you work.
The days of uncomfortable one-size-has-to-fit-all seating are in the past. With adjustability 
at multiple points, several sizes from which to choose, and options for the look of your 
chair, say goodbye to discomfort and hello to ergonomic task seating.

PILOT XL™  
TASK CHAIR
233-120-01

ITHACA 
ULTRA™ 
ERGONOMIC 
TASK CHAIR
233-252-01

ITHACA™ 
ERGONOMIC 
TASK CHAIR
233-202-01



Drawer Unit, Mobile 
Box/Box/File , w/Writing Board 

#301-005-03W

Drawer Unit, Mobile 
 File/File, w/Writing Board 

#301-005-04W

Ergonomic 
Document Holder

#140-091-99 

Ergonomic Keyboard Tray
24” 

#140-064-99 
27” 

#140-065-99 

Shopping & Ordering made Quick and Easy!

Desktop Dual Monitor Arm
#140-097-99

Volante Monitor Lift
#140-096-99



EVALUATED AND SELECTED BY ERGONOMIC EXPERTS, the items on this brochure promote wellness 
and healthy work spaces. For this program, each item is available as shown, and will be quickly shipped to 
you! Chairs are sold with black fabric and frames. Desk and storage items are manufactured with red oak 
hardwood and veneer with medium oak stain, Wilsonart Rustic Slate laminate, and FF9500BNI pulls. Electric 
adjustable desks are sold with black frames in all sizes. 

For variations outside of this brochure, please contact OCE Inside Sales at insidesales@oce.oregon.gov. 

OREGON CORRECTIONS ENTERPRISES is listed as a priority vendor by the Department of 
Administrative Services (DAS) on the Buy Decision Procurement Matrix. By purchasing from 
OCE, you can skip the bidding process, provide valuable work skills training opportunities for 
adults in custody, and save your agency money.

TO PLACE 
AN ORDER: OCESALES@ OCE.OREGON.GOV  •  503.363.4170

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, 
PLEASE  CALL 503.428.5500

Electric Adjustable Workstation
24”x48”x48”x24”x24-51”   #301-301-99W  

Electric Adjustable Rectangular Table
48”x24”x26-52”   #301-300-99W
60”x24”x26-52”   #301-302-99W  

Electric Adjustable Workstation
24”x60”x48”x24”x24-51”   #301-303-99W
24”x48”x60”x24”x24-51”   #301-304-99W    



ABOUT OCE
In partnership with Oregon 
Department of Corrections, 
our mission is to promote 
public safety by providing 
AICs with work and training 
opportunities in a self 
sustaining organization.  
OCE believes strongly that 
second chances are created 
and earned through the  
work that we do.

We recognize a need for 
growth and an evolution of 
our programs and mindset. 
We strive to offer meaningful 
skills for tomorrow’s job market 
and build a sustainable OCE 
that will continue to provide 
critical second chances.  
We are acknowledging the 
past, addressing the present, 
and planning for the future.

800 . 776 . 7712 | 503 . 363 . 4170 fax

info@oce.oregon.gov

oce.oregon.gov
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